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SLR COMPLEX MULTIASPECT/MULTIPANEL 
COLOUR LIGHT SIGNALLING

An unauthorised Guide to the Signal Aspects¹ 

By Dr. Frank Wingler, December 2013 

Objective of Railway Signalling is, to give the Locomotive Driver additional

information to his sight of the track ahead in order to over-bridge poor or hindered 
visibility. Signalling has the task to overcome short, hindered, obstructed or poor 
visibility in order to avoid conflicting situations and hostile movements on the rail 
road. 

Signalling helps to liberate the traffic from unacceptable risks and is a Defence Layer 
against Hazard Attacks. 

The information given by signals should be definite, clear, unambiguous, easy to 
comprehend  and to understand and invulnerable to human misinterpretations and
errors. 

Signalling has to take account of the Cognitive Psychology of Train Drivers, Assistant 

Drivers, Guards, Station Masters, Dispatchers, Control Room (Movement Authority)
Operators and Platform-Personnel - the so-called “Front Line Personnel”.

COMPLEXITY of a Signalling System increases difficulties, makes the system 
vulnerable by TECHNICAL FAILURES and HUMAN ERRORS. 
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“To minimise the affect of a Failure due to Human Errors and in order to give 
the Train Driver optimal support, there is a worldwide tendency towards 
Simplification of Signal Aspects”; see C. Machner et. G. Unzner: AN INTERNATIONAL
COMPARITIVE VIEW ON ASPECTS OF LIHGT SIGNALS in  DER EISENBAHN INGENIEUR/International 
Trade Journal for Rail Transport & Technology 10, p.12, 2013, VDEI, Germany.

A Railway Signalling and Train Protective System should be simple, fool proof and as 
far as possible not be affected by the “FACTOR OF HUMAN ERROR”. 

The System and Installations have therefore to be constantly analysed for weak 
spots, where HUMAN ERROR might lead to a mishap, and constantly analysed if 
Tricky and Risky Routes, Sections, Spots and arranged Train Movements are 
appropriatel safely protected.  

SLR has faced a series of Rear-End-Train Collisions on sections of poor or hindered

visibility, which have to be assigned as TRICKY or RISKY Routes, where the Main-
Stop-Signal is not visible from the corresponding preceding Warning- or Approach-
Signal and where there are no Repeater-Signals as a Reminder. 

The train collisions occurred at sections with a transition from Automatic Block 
Signalling area to Control Signalling after a two panel automatic Approach cum 
Splitting Signal (at Ganemulla Signal No.129; see page 10). This type of signal with a 
round number board can also display one RED Light, meaning DANGER = DEAD 
STOP, if the line beyond up to the following control signal with a rectangular number 
plate is occupied and not clear. The figure below delineates the SLR Block Signalling 
sequence with the transition from Block to Control Signalling; see also JAYAN`s 
Web in RAILWAY PAGE, http///Jayan.tripod.com/go/railway. 

SLR separates trains from possible conflicting situations or possible hostile 
movements by the “THICKNESS OF ONLY ONE SIGNAL POST”, which is 
regarded as “undesirable”; and this without any automatic Train Protection, 
Warning or Train Collision Avoidance Systems. SLR DOES NOT FOLLOW THE 
RULES of other Railways (f.i. INDIAN Railways) to keep beyond a STOP SIGNAL 
indicating DANGER = DEAD STOP an adequate, at least 120 m (better 220 m) 
Protection Overlap as an empty SAFETY ZONE, free from possible conflicting 
situations and/or possible hostile movements in casecase of a Signal

Overshooting due to perhaps weak train breaks or other mischief’s; see p.17. The 
following sequence delineates the transition from automatic Block to Control 
Signalling areas: 
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When migrating in the 1960-ties from Semaphore Signalling to Colour Light 
Signalling SLR composed a worldwide new and unique concept and logistic when 
setting information’s for the train drivers in code by arranging the three colours RED, 
AMBER and GREEN on three different panels (unit-housing) with one, two or three
bulbs; up to three panels can be mounted at a time on a fixed signal post. But only 
one colour bulb can be lit at a time on one panel. The top panels display the codes 
for the straight, no-diverging line or route. The lower panels (either vertically in line or 
on a lower right-side bracket) display the codes for the diverging lines or routes. RED 
on a lower One-Bulb-Panel is the code for a Control Signal and has no DANGER 
attribute.  

A SLR Train Driver has to decode the given information by recognising, which Colour 
Light is lit on which Panel. He has to watch, which colour light is given on which panel 
and to interpret the aspects accordingly. RED is also used for other informations than 
only for DANGER = DEAD STOP. Amber and Green Aspects can overrule RED. 
RED does not always means: DANGER = DEAD STOP when it is used in 
combination with AMBER, GREEN or AMBER-and-GREEN.

Theoretically this world-wide unique system can put in code by combinations of
colours and panels theoretically 243 different information’s; out of those approx. 50 
codes are in use or valid. 

When migrating from Semaphore Signalling to Colour Light Signalling the SLR Train 
Drivers had been confronted with a complete new CL-Logic and had to learn a new 
signal-language. Not so in India, England and Germany: 

In those countries the CL-Signalling evolved from the Colour Light Aspects, which the 
Semaphore Signal Lamps show at night. This enables to mix Semaphore and CL-
Light Signalling on the same routes.
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 A Train Driver in England or India is confronted with only 4 Aspects. When he follows 

a proceeding train or should be separated from a conflicting Situation or hostile Train 

Movement, he might see ONE GREEN (= CLEAR until the next Signal), TWO 
AMBER (= CAUTION: The next Signal will show ONE AMBER ), ONE AMBER (=
CAUTION: The next Signal might display RED = DANGER.

In India beyond a Signal with the ON-ASPECT:
DANGER = DEAD STOP an empty PROTECTION OVERLAP of an adequate 
length of at least 120 m is left empty.  The British and Indian Signal systems know as
per the Signal Rule-Book Repeater Signals as reminders on Sections or routes,
where the next Main-Stop-Signal is not visible from the corresponding preceding 
Warning, Distant or Approach Signal. On British Rail Tracks the Caution and Danger 
Signals are combined with a Cab installed Advanced Warning System (AWS). In 
India for some rail roads an Anti Collision Device, a Train Collision Avoidance System 

(TCAS), is installed on the Locos, EMUs and DMUs:

There is plentiful evidence that the Failure Rate increases with the Complexity of the 
Technical System. It is a well known rule that higher Complexity leads to a higher 
rate of Human Failures or Errors. The SLR Multi-Aspect Signalling is of high 
Complexity and therefore more vulnerable by Human Errors and/or Lapses than the 
simple British 4 Aspect System, also used in India. 

There are certain Cognitive Functioning’s, which proof that we can process in our 
minds only relatively little information at a time. 

The SLR Colour Light Signalling had been brought in use in stages in the 60-ties. 
The electronics have been provided by the Swedish Firm Ericsson. The System does 
not know an Automatic Train Protective or Advanced Warning System (ATP, 
AWS). It also does not know separate free standing, individual Colour Aspect 
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Distant Signals of  an own distinguished Panel- or Unit-Design, which could not 
be mistaken for a Main Signal, and which could be repeated as a Caution-Reminder 
on Tricky or Risky Routes, Sections, Spots of poor, hindered or obstructed visibility. 
The SLR CL-Approach Signals use the panel or unit of the Main Block or Control 

Signals, sometimes on a right side mounted additional lower bracket-unit with one 
or two bulbs.

The SLR System can be assigned to the “weak speed signalling” category. The 

Colours follow the lights of the Semaphore Signalling with GREEN for CLEAR, 
AMBER for CAUTION and RED for DANGER. 

The Signals are “approach lit” – that is, they do not show any illumination or aspect 
at all unless a train is approaching irrespective of the state of the track from the facing
direction. The lights are only switched on shortly before a train comes in facing 

direction and bridging the track circuit. If a train is coming not from the facing direction 
but from the backside direction, the Signal shows no Aspect. Near Kandegoda, north
of the reverse curvature, there is a Signal No.522 with such a behaviour, therefore not
protecting a train plying from Ambalangoda Station northwards. The RED-DANGER-
Aspects will only be lit, after a train coming from the rear has entered the circuit in
front 

on the facing side; see page 19. This ANACHRONISM is unusual amongst 
worldwide Railways, where Signals display uninterrupted their Colour Aspect 24 
hours a day. The switch-on-switch-off modus can be an unnecessary additional 
source for technical failures. 

Since the SLR CL-Signalling has no AWS or ATP it is “undesirable” to separate 
trains from conflicting Situations and hostile Movements “ONLY BY THE 
THICKNESS OF ONE SIGNAL POST” without any protection overlap of 
adequate length beyond the signal. This can create unsafe latent conditions for 
bad events, mishaps and accidents, especially on Tricky or Risky Routes, 
Sections and Spots, and when arranging train movements on a Cross-Over to 
utilise a Dual Line as a Twin Single Line or bidirectional.

The that times parents of the Multi-Aspect CL-Signalling in the 1960-ties wanted 

obviously too much without AWS or ATP to increase the route capacity and hence 

the train density as well by utilising en routine Double Lines as Twin Single Lines or 

bidirectional. It is mentioned that the famous GMR RAMPLA had been a father of
this perspective. Since that time the train speed and the traffic load have increased. 

The System has its own LOGIC, but difficult to follow, to remember and to keep 
in mind. Although the sophisticated principal is clear, the decoding is not easy 
and needs a lot of time and understanding. 

The followings describe the logic and decoding of the valid SLR CL-
Signalling Aspects. There may be some the delineated Signal Aspects not any more 
in use. 

There are Automatic Signals, which carry a circular Number Board, and Control
Signals, which carry a rectangular Number Board and where the signal post and 
the base are painted with horizontal red and white stripes.
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Control Signals 

The most straight forwarded type of Control Signal, which deals with one straight,
non-diverging route and one  diverging “high-speed” (for 50 kmph) route, are shown
below. The same signal would be used when more than one possible diverging 
routes exist provided all deviations were “high speed” for 50 kmph:

Type C-I  A  B  C  D  E 

A:  RED OVER RED:       Danger, Stop, Track ahead is occupied. Block direction not set. 

B:  GREEN OVER RED:    Straight, non-diverging route set and clear. 

C:  AMBER OVER RED:   Straight, non-diverging route set but clear only up to next signal 

D:   RED OVER GREEN:   “High-Speed” diverging route set and clear. 

E:  RED OVER AMBER:  “High-Speed” diverging route set but clear only up to next signal. 

The Automatic Approach Signal to a Control Signal of the above type at the end of 
a block-signalling area has a lower bracket and is as follows below. And since the 
upper three-bulb panel presenting  an automatic signal, it carries a round number 
plate. One can find this type, where there is a diversion after the next control-signal.

Type A-II  F  G  H  J 

F:  RED:                                    Danger, Stop; track ahead before control signal or overlap 

     beyond is occupied.     

G:  AMBER OVER AMBER:    Caution, be prepared to stop at control signal; track ahead 

 of control signal is occupied and block direction is not set; 

     Control Signal will display aspect “A”. 

H:  GREEN OVER AMBER:    Clear to pass control signal ahead for straight route; 

 control signal will display aspect “B” or “C”. 

J:   AMBER OVER GREEN:   Clear to pass control signal ahead for “high-speed” 

 diverging route; control signal will display aspect “D” or “E”. 
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This is effectively a Splitting Distant Signal, but the splitting is by speed and not by 
route: The side of the post, on which the lower unit of two bulbs is bracketed, does not
imply anything about the direction or number of diverging routes.    

The next picture shows this type of Signal (No.129) with the corresponding 
Control-Signal (No.133, Type C-IX) for a cross-over at Ganemulla:

Where in addition to a “high-speed” (50 kmph) diverging route a” low-speed” (16kmph) 

diverging routes - sometimes over multiple cross-overs - exists, the control signal 
has its extra unit or panel below, consisting of one bulb, which is capable to turn to

the AMBER aspect “K”:

Type C-II  A  B  C  D  E  K 

An automatic approach signal preceding (before) “K” will display the aspect “G” of 
Type A-II. 

CONTROL SIGNALS FOR SPECIAL SITUATIONS WITH LIMITED 

OPTIONS 

The following Control Signals with a permanent RED below occur on the Coast 
Single Line  and new Jaffna-Line to exercise control over traffic without a diversion 
ahead.  

The lower unit has only one bulb, which always displays RED when a train approaches.

Signal 129; Type A-II Signal 133, Type C-IX

K: RED OVER RED OVER AMBER: Caution, go slow, route is clear but for slow 
speed" over points or sitches, maybe over multible points; be prepared to stop at the 
next signal. 

RED has heren no other task than to mark the Control-Signal as such. It stands in this 
case not for DANGER!!
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 Type-CIII  A  C  B 

The following picture displays Aspect “B” at Ambalangoda. The RED aspect below 

is used, to inform the Train Drivers that this is a Control Signal. It has NO other 
meaning. It will be always lit on approach of a train. The usual rectangular Number 

Board of a Control Signal is missing. The RED below has the function of a 

rectangular Number Board: 

When a control-signal exists to control a junction consisting of a straight line and a 

“low-speed” diversion, the second unit below with a single bulb displays also always on
train approach RED in order to demonstrate that this is a Control-Signal. If the route is 
clear for the "slower-speed" diversion, a further one-bulb unit will be lit with AMBER 
aspect "K". This type of Signal one can find at the end of an automatic block-signalling 
area, when the next diversion/siding/ comes before the next control-signal.
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Type C-IV  A  C  B  K 

The following picture delineates Type C-IV Signal No. 522 with aspect "K" 
at Kandegoda: 

This aspect can be named as “AMBER KILLS THE DANGER OF RED”; see
“Considerations”; p: 18. 

Where there is no straight route (non-diverging route) and only a diverging rout, the 

RED to mark a not existing straight route is posted at the top like at Alutgama:

Type C-V  A  E  D 
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Similar when only a “high speed” diverging or “low-speed” diverging route are
available and no straight, non-diverging route, a lower single-bulb unit for the aspect

“K” is added:  

Type C-VI  A  E  D  K 

In circumstances of a terminal station, where only “low-speed” diverging routes are 
available, the middle unit of type C-VI is condensed to a single RED lamp and the

 lower unit is capable to show the aspect “K” for the “low-speed” diversion: 

 Type C-VII  A  K 

The following permanent Signal indicates that no line exists beyond it. It is 
appropriate at a terminus of a station, at the end of the platform, but could be also 

replaced by a RED “dwarf” signal. 

 Type C- VIII  A 
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Simplified Automatic Approach Signals 

Automatic Approach Signals are simplified, where they stand before a control
signal with limited options. 

When there is no “high-speed” diverging route beyond the next control signal, a 

signal of the following type with a one-bulb bracket would stand as an automatic

Approach Signal before control signals of the types C-III and C-IV: 

Type A-III  F  G  H 

For a control signal of types C-V and C-VI the following two-bulb approach signals

on  a two-bulb bracket will precede (before):

 Type A-IV  F  G  H 

An approach Signal preceding control signals of type C-VII will have the design: 

 Type A-V  F  G 
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Signals in automatic Block Sections 

As already mentioned, those signals are marked as such by a circular number board. 

They display only three aspects “B” for Clear, “C” for Caution, be prepared to stop 

on next signal on Danger, and “A” for Danger, Stop: 

 Type A-1  B  C  A 

Signalling on Centralised Controlled Areas with 

Twin Single Line and Bi-directional Traffic
Movements 

The type C-IX appears on the normal left direction line at a point, where a cross-over
exists to enter the right-side or “wrong” line for bidirectional arrangements.  “D” is the 

aspect to give the entry over the cross-over to the other (“wrong”) line for twin single 
line use:  

Type C-IX  A  C  B  D 

The following picture at Ganemulla delineates the aspect “B” of the Control-Signal
No. 133 at the end of the platform before the cross-over. The corresponding 

preceding approach signal is delineated above by the type A-II: 
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“GREEN-OVER-RED”, Type C-IX - Aspect B

to return back to the “normal” left line. The colours on the lower panel are the 

subjects of standard aspects for the left normal line. The aspect “B” with GREEN 

 Type C-X  A  E  D  B 

The following types C-X marked by a two-bulb panel or unit above appear on a right 
twin-single-line ("wrong line") at a point, where a cross-over can be arranged to return

on the upper panel indicates the continuation on the right  or "wrong" line: 
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If a train must proceed further on the right or “wrong-line”, because there is no cross-

over available, than the train can be controlled by the type C-XI. The upper panel 

knows only RED or GREEN:

 Type C-XI  A  B 

Dwarf Signals 

Dwarf Signals with a limited set of aspects one can find within station limits as a 
replacement for high signals. Dwarf Signals with only one panel use no colour 
combinations. 

RED on a dwarf signal replaces RED or RED-over-RED of a high Signal. 

AMBER on a dwarf signal replaces AMBER, RED-over-AMBER, AMBER-over-

RED and RED-over-RED over-AMBER of a high Signal. 

GREEN on a dwarf signal replaces GREEN, RED-over-GREEN and GREEN-

over-RED of a high Signal. 

Calling-On Signals 

Calling-On Signals are used at main stations. They consist of a triangle with white 
lights mounted on the post of the main aspect signal. They allow a train to enter a 
section on sight with 5 kmph, which is already occupied, or to pass a danger aspect
for shunting and/or coupling. 

     L                                                  M 

L:  Two lights lit horizontal means: STOP. 

M: Two lights lit vertical means: PROCEED SLOWLY, be prepared to stop on sight 

 if there is any obstruction. 

When a Calling-On or "Call-On" Signal is lit, the Main-Signal on the same Signal Post
will display DANGER.
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Considerations 

It is highly unlikely that a Train Driver, when confronted with the aspects, will be
capable to decode all aspects within seconds and to give the correct interpretation for
right actions. 

To make the real live easier one must make simplifications in the cabin by using 

FUZZY LOGIC; and in terms used in studies on the Nature of Human Errors one 

lets ones minds be dominated by “similarity matching” and “frequency 

gambling”. The Train Driver will do automatically without many considerations, 

what he has done frequently earlier successfully without negative or bad experience 
or even without punishment, even if his actions might have violated safety rules. 
There is plentifully evidence, that when switching on “similarity matching” and 
“frequency gambling” over the time failures or so-called “bad habits” can find their 
way into routine handlings and can worm into the mind for information processing. 
“Experienced” operators are more vulnerable by bad habits than “Newcomers”; 

see my brochure on RISK MANAGEMENT – a Guide to the Ultimate Goal 

to Prevent Railway Accident; see also J. Reason, Human Contribution: Unsafe Acts,

Accidents and Heroic Recoveries, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 978-0-7546-
7402-3, reprint 2013

RED means DANGER only if RED is not combined with any other colour. If RED is 

combined with any other colour, it does not always mean any more DANGER; it

looses its capacity to indicate DANGER. DANGER is not threatening any 

more. One has not to be afraid any more of RED in combination with AMBER or 

GREEN. In the “Colour-Battle”  the latter colours gain VICTORY over RED. 

Any given aspect (technical failures excluded) with AMBER, regardless if it is 

combined with RED or not, means, you are allowed to PROCEED but with 

CAUTION, and watch carefully what comes next. AMBER is stronger than RED! 

Similar it is with GREEN: If GREEN appears, RED and AMBER are the looser in 

the “Colour Competition”. When GREEN appears in a signal aspect, the 

DANGER of RED is fading. 

So, for what all those Multi-Aspect Colour Codes and manifold 

Colour Combinations on a mixture of up to three panels on one fixed 

signal post? Why not follow the “dwarfs” and go simply the British 

and/or Indian way without any Colour Combinations: With one clear 

RED, two clear AMBER, one clear AMBER and one clear GREEN and 

with only ONE PANEL or UNIT-HOUSING AT A TIME?! 
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ANACHRONISM OF SLR CL-SIGNALLING: 

No Signals lit, when a train approaches from the rear. The RED Aspects will only be lit 
after the train has passed the Signal and entered the circuit on the front, facing side: 

 Kandegoda Jan.2014 

NO TRAIN FROM THE FACING SIDE – NO SIGNALS! 
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 A Shortcoming is also, that the system does not provide a PROTECTION-

OVERLAP  of adequate length beyond a Signal-Post with the ON-ASPECT: RED = 
DANGER/DEAD STOP. 
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RESUMEE IN A NUTSHELL 

HANDICAPS 

<> The SLR CL-Signalling separates consecutive running trains and 

trains on Risky and/or Tricky Routes, Lines or Spots, 

where the Main-Stop-Signal is not visible from the point of the 

corresponding preceding Approach or Warning Signal, 

from possible conflicting situations and possible hostile train 

movements, especially before train halts and cross-overs for 

bidirectional or twin-ingle-line use on dual lines, 

by the “THICKNESS OF ONLY ONE SIGNAL POST” without any 

PROTECTION OVERLAP of adequate length. 

<> The SLR CL-Signalling does not use REPEATER SIGNALS as 

REMINDERS for a preceding Approach or Warning Signal on 

Risky and/or Tricky Routes, Lines or Spots, 

where the Main-Stop-Signal is not visible from the point of the 

corresponding preceding Approach or Warning Signal. 

<> The SLR CL-Signalling uses the code RED also as other 
information-codes, others than DANGER = DEAD-STOP, in 

combination with AMBER and/or GREEN to mark a Control Signal as 

such and to mark a diversion or straight line, which is not set and 

therefore which can not be entered. In combination with AMBER and/

or GREEN “RED” looses its imperative demand for DEAD-STOP as a 

DANGER-Code (Aspect). 

<> The SLR CL-Signals are “APPROACH LIT”. The Signals are only lit, 

when the track circuit is closed on the front and facing side by a
front approaching train. Signals can remain black without any

information, when a train approaches from the rear, not facing side 

and has not yet passed and closed the track circuit in front of the 
facing side. 

<> The SLR CL-Signalling does not know free standing individual 

DISTANT SIGNALS of own distinguished design, which can not be
mistaken for a Main-Signal and which could be used as Repeaters/
Reminders.
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A train can aproach another train separated just be thy thickness of one signal post
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“AMBER KILLS THE DANGER OF RED”, Coast Line, Jan. 2014 
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THE FEATURES OF THE INDIAN COLOUR 

LIGHT SIGNALLING IN BRIEF 

By Dr. F. Wingler, February 2014 

SLR has faced a series of Rear-End-Train Collisions on sections of poor or hindered 
visibility, which have to be assigned as TRICKY or RISKY, where the Main-Stop-
Signal is not visible from the corresponding preceding Warning- or Approach-Signal 
and where there are no Repeater-Signals as a Reminder. 

The train collisions occurred behind a transition from Automatic Block-Signalling to
Control-Signalling with a two panel automatic Approach cum Splitting Signal (at
Ganemulla Signal 129; see page 7). This type of signal with a round number plate 
can also display one RED Light, meaning DANGER = DEAD STOP, if the line 
beyond up to the following control signal with a rectangular number plate is occupied 
and not clear. The figure below delineates the SLR Block Signalling sequence with 
the transition from Block to Control Signalling; see also JAYAN`s Web in RAILWAY 
PAGE, http///Jayan.tripod.com/go/railway. 

SLR separates trains from possible conflicting situations or possible 
hostile movements by the “THICKNESS OF ONLY ONE SIGNAL 
POST”, which is regarded as “undesirable”; and this without any 
automatic Train Protection, Warning or Train Collision Avoidance 
Systems. SLR DOES NOT FOLLOW THE RULES of other Railways (f.i. 
INDIAN Railways) to keep beyond a STOP SIGNAL indicating DANGER 
= DEAD STOP an adequate, at least 120 m (better 220 m) Protection 
Overlap as an empty SAFETY ZONE, free from possible conflicting 
situations and/or possible hostile movements in case of a Signal 
Overshooting due to perhaps weak train breaks or other mischief’s. 
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SLR Train Drivers asked for a description of the INDIAN CL-SIGNALLING. They 
want for comparison to know, what are the differences between the Srilankan and 
the Indian Systems. 

When migrating in the 1960-ties from Semaphore Signalling to Colour Light 
Signalling SLR composed a worldwide new and unique concept and logistic when 
setting information’s for the train drivers in code by arranging the three colours RED, 
AMBER and GREEN on three different panels; up to three panels can be mounted at 
a time on a fixed signal post. But only one colour bulb can be lit at a time on one 

panel. A SLR Train Driver has to decode the given information by recognising, which 
Colour Light is lit on which Panel. He has to watch, which colour light is given on 
which panel and to interpret the aspects accordingly. RED is also used for other 
information than only for DANGER = DEAD STOP. Amber and Green Aspects can 
overrule RED. RED does not always means: DANGER = DEAD STOP when it is 
used in combination with AMBER, GREEN or AMBER-and-GREEN. 

Theoretically this world-wide unique system can put by combinations of colours 
and panels theoretically 243 different information’s in code; out of those approx. 50 
codes are in use or valid. 

When migrating from Semaphore Signalling to Colour Light Signalling the SLR Train 
Drivers had been confronted with a complete new CL-Logic and had to learn a new 
signal-language. Not so in India, England and Germany: 

The INDIA COLOUR LIGHT SIGNALLING knows only 4 Aspects and equals the 
British System. Both systems emerged from the Colour Light Aspects displayed in 
the nights on the elder Semaphore Signals. INR uses lower quadrant two aspect 
Semaphore Signals, well known also in Sri Lanka – a British Heritage - as well three 
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aspect upper quadrant Semaphore Signals, once also used in America. To the three-
Aspect CL Signalling later an additional Aspect with TWO AMBER had been added 
in England and India to meet the Warning Demand on lines or routes of higher speed 
(on the so-called RAJDHANI ROUTES in India). The TWO-AMBER aspect precedes 
the ONE-AMBER Caution Aspect. 

The aspects are: 

TWO AMBER: Attention Aspect, the next Signal will display ONE AMBER; proceed 
but be prepared to pass the next signal with restricted speed with caution 

ONE AMBER: Warning, Caution Aspect, pass with restricted speed; be prepared to 
stop at next Signal. For a 1 in 8 ½ turnout you can pass with 15 kmph, for a 1 in 12 
turnout with 30 kmph. 

ONE GREEN: Proceed Aspect; the line is clear up to the next signal, you can 
proceed at the max. permissible speed of the relevant area. 

ONE RED: Stop Aspect, Dead-Stop. 

The system uses only ONE Unit-Housing or Panel at a time on a fixed Signal-Post. 

The Indian System uses in addition to a Starter Signal within the station limit 400 m 
further in the outer station limit, before the block section starts, an ADVANCED 
Starter, displaying either RED or GREEN. The Advanced Starter Signal is the last 
Stop/Signal in the area of the station before entering a block section. Outer and 
Inner Home-Signal are used as previously with Semaphore Signalling. 

The figure delineates the signalling of a station. The Station Master is responsible for 
all happenings in the station limit: 
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When arranging a crossing on a single line, the Outer Home Signal is given 
CLEAR only after the line beyond the Inner Home Signal is clear (free  from 
possible conflicting situations and possible hostile movements) for an 
adequate distant; as by the General Rule Book. This means in case the 
opposite running train arrives first at the station, the CLEAR is given only after 
this first arrived train has come to a safe halt.  

Such RISKY TRAIN MOVEMENTS for simultaneous train-Crossings as daily on 
the Tricky and Risky Ambalangoda Station are in India not possible (see my brochure 
on Risk Management). 

The Indian System knows on routes for higher speed over 110 kmph also the 

sequence of two Distance Signals, the first marked with black and yellow stripes on 

the post, the following post painted with aluminium-silver. Both signal posts are 

marked with a “P” on a plate. A Distant Signal has no Stop-Aspect. It can display 
either AMBER or GREEN, as we find also in England. 

When the Main-Stop-Signal is not visible from the point of the corresponding 
preceding Warner or Distant Signal, the Warner or Distant Signal has to be repeated 

as a reminder. The co-acting Repeater Signal is marked with the letter “R” on an 

additional plate. In cases, when the adequate visibility cannot be maintained, 
Permanent Speed Restrictions can be imposed. 

As a substitute for the former Semaphore ROUTE-INDICATORS with lower quadrant 
Signal-Dolls arranged on a bracket, FEATHERS with 4 lunar (white) light bulbs 
mounted on a hexagonal offset-bracket panel with one lunar bulb on the top of the 
signal post is used. Up to 7 route indicators can be mounted at a time. The ROUTE-
INDICATORS are the same as in England: 

Warning boards are in use with a zebra-design facing an approaching passenger 
train 1000 m ahead of the first stop-signal and for longer goods trains with a circle in 
between two horizontal bands, painted in yellow on black background, 1400m ahead: 
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1400 m ahead for Goods Trains and 1000 m ahead for Passenger Trains 

This British-Indian Colour Light Signalling is easy to understand and to follow, since it 
knows only four aspects and never combines RED with AMBER and/or GREEN. It
allows mixing the elder Semaphore Signalling with the newer CL-Signalling. 

On Automatic Block sections with three-Aspect or four-Aspect Signalling the 
preceding block can only be set on CLEAR after the train has left beyond a at least 
120 m Protection Overlap. The signal shall not assume an “OFF” aspect unless the 
line is clear not only up to the next stop-signal in advance but also for an adequate 
distance beyond, which unless otherwise directed by approved special instructions, 
shall be not less than 120 m. For higher speed routes the Protection Overlap should 
be longer. The Indian Signals are NOT APPROACH LIT; they display the code 24 
hours! 

The following figure delineates the aspect sequence for four-aspect Automatic Block 
Signalling: 

As per Rule Book [GR 8.01] of INR for ABSOLUTE BLOCK LINES on Single Line 
Routes a “LINE CLEAR “shall not be given unless the line is clear of trains running in 
the same direction, not only up to first stop-signal at the Block Station at which such 
LINE CLEAR is given, but also for an adequate distance beyond it, and it is clear of 
trains running in the direction towards the block station to which such LINE CLEAR is 
given. This means that beyond the line must be free from possible hostile movements 
and possible conflicting situations for an adequate distance. 

Such a “silly” accident as recently at Pallewela is nearly impossible in India! 
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More details about the INDIAN RAILWAY SIGNAL ENGINEERING you can find in 
Volume I to Volume IV of 

INDIAN RAILWAY SIGNAL ENGINEERING, by PRAMOD P. GOEL, Astha 
Publications, F-8, Panch Puspa Apartments, Ashog Nagar, Allahabad-211001, 2008. 
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GANEMULLA – A RISKY SECTION 

By Dr. Frank Wingler 
February 2014 

INTRODUCTION 

THE FEATURES OF THE SLR MULTI ASPECT, MULTI PANEL 

 CL-SIGNALLING 

Although SLR knows no criterions in use to define “RISKY” or “TRIKY” Routes, 
Sections or Spots, the Ganemulla Railways Station Section can be regarded or 
assigned to be a RISKY SECTION not adequately secured by the SLR CL-Signalling 
System. Although the logic is clear, this complex MULTI-PANEL CL-Signalling is 
vulnerable by ELEMENTS of HUMAN ERROR and TECHNICAL FAULTS. 

SLR does not follow the rules of other Railways, that if a Main or Stop Signal is not 
visible from the point of the corresponding advanced, warning or distant Signal with a 
Caution Aspect, the corresponding advanced, warning or distant Signal must be
REPEATED as a CAUTION-REMINDER. 

For an outsider it is incredible, that on the coast line this system allows the daily 
practise to overshoot starter signals on the end of platforms and to bring the train in 
the fouling zone to a halt, which had to be elongated after introducing the leaner and 
longer Indian Standard 1 in 12 turnouts. 

SLR separates trains from possible conflicting situations or possible hostile 
movements by the “THICKNESS OF ONLY ONE SIGNAL POST”, which is 
regarded as “undesirable”; and this without any automatic Train Protection, 
Warning or Train Collision Avoidance Systems. SLR DOES NOT FOLLOW THE 
RULES of other Railways (f.i. INDIAN Railways) to arrange behind a STOP SIGNAL 
indicating DANGER = DEAD STOP at least a 120 m (better 220 m) Protection 
Overlap as an empty SAFETY ZONE in case of a Signal Overshooting due to
perhaps weak train breaks or other mischief’s. 

The CL-Signal System is controlled by track circuits. Axle counters are not yet used.

The SLR Colour Light Signals are only “APPROACH LIT”; if no train closes the track 

circuit on the facing side there will be no light on the signal panel lit. The Signal will 

remain “BLACK”.  The Signal Post will only display ON- or OFF-Aspects, if a train 
closes the track circuit on the facing side. The new Signalling Philosophy is:  

NO TRAINS ON THE FACING SIDE – NO SIGNALS. 
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This leads to the curious situation, that if a train approaches from the backside the 

signal remains “BLACK” until the approaching train has passed the signal post and 

closed the track circuit on the front facing side: 

This System, assigned as a “week speed signalling”, displays the three colours 

GREEN, RED, AMBER on three different UNIT-HOUSINGS or Panels with one, 
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two or three bulbs arranged either vertically on one post or the two-bulb-panel as a
lower right side bracket for automatic approach splitting signals. One post can have 
up to three Panels. On each Panel only one bulb can be lit. Theoretically this world-
wide unique system can put by combinations of colours and panels theoretically 
243 different information’s into code; out of those approx. 50 codes are in use or valid. 
Train Drivers have to recognise the given information by decoding of which colour is 
lit on which panel. 

The system combines RED with AMBER and/or GREEN Aspects. AMBER and/or 
GREEN “kill” or overrule RED. In combination with other colours RED is not any 

more threatening and looses its menacing imperative: DEAD-STOP. Train Drivers 

must not be any more afraid of RED when AMBER or GREEN lights appear 

together with RED. The SLR peculiar use of RED for other information’s than for 
dead-stop makes the code not any more threatening. The following picture of 

Control-Signal No.522 at Kandegoda can be assigned as “AMBER KILLS THE 

DANGER of RED or OVERRULES RED” : 

“Amber kills the Danger of Red” 

The aspiration of the parents of this system in the 1960-ties had been to increase the 

route capacity and traffic density and to use en routine double lines as twin-single 
lines or bi-directional without any Automatic Train Protection or Warning System and
without any Collision Avoidance System, with the result that route capacity and traffic
density is given priority over SAFE TRAIN MOVEMENTS. 

The SLR CL-Signalling does not know individual, independent fixed Distance 
Signals of a distinguished design, which can not be mistaken for a main-or stop
signal, and which could be repeated on sections, lines or spots of poor, hindered or 
obstructed visibility. The SL CL-System does also not know advance starter signals
on the outgoing lines as you can find in India. 
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The UPPER ECHELONS regard their world-wide unique CL-Signalling as “SAFE”;
and if there is a BAD or UNWANTED EVENT, it is because of the unsafe or even 
“criminal” acts of the so-called “FRONT LINE PERSONNEL”, mostly of the Train 
Drivers. The upper echelons call for “PUNITIVE METHODS” and “CULPRITS TO 
BE PINNED and PUNISHED” and refuse to investigate in depth or search for the 
prevailing LATENT UNSAFE CONDITIONS or FAILURES IN THE SYSTEM of often 
far reaching history, the parents of the bad events, which are like “mosquitoes 
breading swamps” (see the Methodology and Doctrines of J.Reason, how to 
manage accidental Risks in Technical Organisations, utilised nowadays worldwide by 
Railways, Aviation, Space Technology, Transport, Marine, Thermal and Nuclear 
Power Generation, Oil Rigging, Chemical Industries). Thus responsibility gets shirked. 

In SL the willingness is missing for greater involvements of Train Drivers 
with the emphasis on Human Factors, - for a greater involvement of the 
Drivers in the continuous development of Safety Management Processes 
and in improved Driver Training and Refresher Courses. There is a lack 
of agreement to adopt recommendations regarding the systematic 
assessment of technical measures from the HUMAN FACTOR 
PERSPECTIVE in regard of the PSYCHOLOGY OF COGNITIVE 
CAPABILITIES in order to ensure better response to Driver`s Feedback
about Signal Positioning. To raise doubts about the “SAFETY” of this 
peculiar and world-wide unique CL-System is regarded by some upper 
echelons as an unsafe act, denying the unsafe latent conditions in the 
system itself or prepared by this system. 

THE SITUATION AT GANEMULLA: 

Coming from the Colombo Side there is in a narrow cutting a sharp double S-Bend
Curvature with curve check-rails between BULUGAHAGODA and GANEMULLA;
see pictures: 
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Note the snailing of the low curve rail; this does not raise any concern! 

When coming from the Automatic Colour Light Block-Signalling Section and reaching
the point of the AUTOMATIC APPROACH SIGNAL (which is actually a splitting 
approach signal) with the round Number plate 129, a Train Driver can not see the 
corresponding Control-Signal 133 with a square Number Plate at the end of the 
Ganemulla Platform. In-between there are no REPEATERS or REMINDERS. The 
following sequence of picture delineate and document the corresponding aspects of 
Signal 129 and Signal 133; note that on this short section a train driver has to decode
8 possible aspects to react accordingly: 
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Erratum: The  Three-Bulb-
Panel of the left Signal No.
129 must display GREEN 
and not Amber.

Corresponding Aspects of Signal No. 129 and 133
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Loco-Drivers have asked me, what can be done to “DEFUSE” the hazards on the 
TRICKY or RISKY Sections and Lines as at KELANIYA, HUNUPITIYA, 
GANEMULLA, AMPEPUSSA, and ALLAWA. 

One has to acknowledge, that it will become very difficult to bring alterations in the 
already fixed sequence and distances of Signal Posts or to replace automatic block 
signals by controlled home Signals. About he features of the Automatic Block 
Signalling and the transition from block signalling to control signalling, the reader can 
inform himself on RAILWAY PAGE JAYAN`s WEB by R. Jayantha, 
http://Jayan.tripod.com/go/railway. 

When migrating in the 1960-ties from the Semaphore Signalling to a new logic of this 
the worldwide unique Colour Light Signalling, the Inner and Outer Home Signals got 
lost. Whereas the British CL-Signalling, also used in India, uses the same Colour 
Light Aspects and Signal Post Arrangements (including Starter and Advanced-Starter 
Signal, Repeaters ect.) as of the elder Semaphore Signalling lit in the night  

– only one new Aspect of TWO-AMBER as a WARNING ASPECT, as an information:
the next Signal will show CAUTION, had been introduced to cope with the higher 
speed and longer braking distances; for higher speed routes the elder THREE 
ASPECT INDIAN CL-SYSTEM repeats also the distance-warning One-Amber-
Caution aspect on specially marked posts -  

SLR composed a complete new, worldwide unique Multiaspect CL-Logic. 

What might be possible at GANEMULLA is to repeat the two-bracket AUTOMATIC 
APPROACH Signals at two different locations in the double S-Curvatures. This kind 

of Signal can turn automatically on RED = DANGER and DEAD STOP the moment 
the front of a train has passed the signal post. The REPEATERS or REMINDERS 
can be marked as such with a lunar, white spot light and or with a graphic round plate 

on the signal post marked with an “R” as in India. Repeating this signal two times in 
the curvature will implement redundancy and will defuse the hazards or risks. To 

repeat the “30th September 2008 GANEMULLA REAR END COLLISION”, a Train 
Driver would have to pass three Warning-Signals instead of only presently one. 
REPEATERS as REMINDERS are extra DEFENCE LAYERS against HAZARD 

ATTACKS (see “Swiss Cheese Metaphor” by J. Reason).

Coming from the east-side on the down lines the control signals are too close to the 
“high-speed” cross over. The signal positions doe not allow a signal-overshooting. 
They leave no safety space between signals and possible hostile movements in a 
conflicting situation. The same incident as recently at Pallewela can also happen at 
Ganemulla, when a goods train overshoot the Signal on Danger due to poor brake
power, bursting the point, already set for an Intercity train towards Kandy for a cross-
over from the right-side or “wrong” line to the left up line. Not to image, if the 
passenger train would have crashed into the tumbled oil cars and caught fire. This 
worst scenario had been luckily nearly missed with a narrow escape. 
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No Protection Overlap 

CONCLUSION: 

At GANEMULLA the LATENT UNSAFE CONDITIONS for possible Train-Mishaps 
are programmed. From the 30th September 2008 Rear-End-Crash incident this 
lesson should have been learned. The endeavour to pin culprits to be blamed blinded 
the minds to investigate in depth according modern state-to-the-art methods and 
doctrines in order to search for latent failures and unsafe conditions in the system = 
the parents of this bad event. Unfortunately this is not well understood by upper 
echelons responsible for the wellbeing of the train passengers. 

Whereas the worldwide trend of other railways is to make the system less vulnerable 
by the Element of HUMAN ERROR and to reduce signalling complexity, the upper 
echelons of SLR heap the responsibility for safe train operations on the shoulders of 
the Train Drivers and blame them as the “CRIMINALS” or culprits for the unwanted
bad events at the so-called “sharp end”. The all important interface: Technical-
System - Man is terrible disturbed within SLR under the prevailing PATHALOGICAL 
CULTURE. Information and Criticism is not wanted and is rejected as an unsafe 
act.  
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Dr. Frank Wingler  March 2014 

THE ULTIMATE GOAL TO PREVENT RAILWAY ACCIDENTS. 

LEARNING THE RIGHT LESSON FROM OTHERS AND PAST 

ACCIDENTS (“GANEMULLA”). 

RED-AMBER COMBINATIONS OF SLR CL-SIGNALLING = A 

“STUMBLING BLOCK” AND ERROR PRODUCING FACTOR 

FOR TRAIN DRIVERS? 

THE PROBLEMATIC OF SLR CL-SIGNALLING MIXING 

RED WITH AMBER OR GREEN ASPECTS ON ONE-AND-
THE-SAME SIGNAL POST.

SINCE THE SLR CL-SIGNALLING IS MIXING RED-ASPECTS 

WITH AMBER-ASPECTS ON THE SAME SIGNAL POST, ARE 

THE TRAIN DRIVERS TRAINED AND PREPARED ABOUT 

WHICH COMBINATIONS ARE ALLOWED AND WHICH 

COMBINATIONS ARE NOT ALLOWED (assigning possible 

technical faults)??!!! 

THE SLR CL-MULTI-ASPECT/MULTI-PANEL-
SIGNALLING SYSTEM – “A CONTRIBUTING UNSAFE 

SYSTEM COMPONENT”? 

PREFACE: 

Modern Technology has now reached a point, where improved Safety can only
be achieved through a better understanding of the Factor HUMAN ERROR 
MECHANISM. In its treatment of major Accidents, HUMAN ERROR spans the 
disciplinary gulf between psychological Theory and those concerned with 
maintaining the Reliability of Technologies with a higher Risk Potential like 
Railways. This is an essential reading for ENGINEERS, MANAGERS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR SAFE OPERATION and for SAFETY REGULATORS.
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Engineering and Fostering a Safety Culture with Understanding for Human 
Factors and Considerations of Human Factors are Key-Instruments of Railway 
Safety Management. 

Accidents should be investigated in a manner that does not seek to allocate 
“BLAME” and to pin “CULPRITS”, but instead to focus on what are the latent 
unsafe conditions and error producing factors, and on what can be learned 
from own and others bad events for the benefit of more Safety. 

Safety-critical-Staff working on the operational Railway every day are Train
Drivers and their Assistants, Guards, Station Masters, Dispatchers, MA-
Operators and Platform-Personnel (“Front Line Personnel”). They should be
incorporated in Safety- and Risk-Management Strategies. Planning’s & 
Methodologies and involved in the continuous Development of Safety 
Management Processes and improved Training Concepts. Constant Training 
and Education in Hazard Awareness is essential. 

Safety Assessments regarding Technical Measures have to be executed from 
the Human Factor Perspective ensuring a better response to Driver’s Feedback 
about Track and Signal-Positioning and other Route-Shortcomings. 

“Front Line Personnel” are subjected to the Psychology of Cognitive Mistakes 
or Errors as other human beings are subjected in all ranks up to the upper 
echelons of a Technical Organisation like Railways. One of the basic principles 
of ERROR-MANAGEMENT is that the best people, even in higher management 
ranks, can make sometimes the worst error; (see J. Reason, Managing the Risks of
Organizational Accidents, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 978-1-84014-105-4, 
reprint 2011). 

There is nowadays worldwide a consensus amongst Safety-Experts that there 
is plenty of evidence about the “unhappy lot” with top Managers and Upper 
Echelons of Technical Organisations with a Risk-Potential following the 
tendency to declare their System as “SAFE”, and if there is a “BAD EVENT” it
is because of “BAD BEHAVIOUR” of “Front-Line-Personnel”, as if they are the 
“UNSAFE SYSTEM COMPONENTS”. 

Up-to-date ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS have to look into LATENT UNSAFE 
CONDITIONS and ERROR PRODUCING FACTORS (“Failures in the System”) 

<> “the parents of bad events like mosquitos breading swamps”<>.
. 

And Safety-Measurements have to be assessed and executed from the 
HUMAN-FACTOR-PERSPECTIVE taking into account the COGNITIVE 
PSYCHOLOGY REGARDING ERROR CAUSATION at the all important interface:  

MACHINE <> HUMAN

SLR Train Drivers asked me to inform them about 
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<> modern Methods, Tools and Doctrines on RISK and HUMAN ERROR 
MANAGEMENT, 

<> modern COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY REGARDING ERROR CAUSATION, 

<> LATENT UNSAFE CONDITIONS and ERROR PRODUCING FACTORS, 

<> SIGNALLING SYSTEMS in other countries, 

<> RISKS WITH THE SLR CL-MULTI-ASPECT (MULTI-PANEL)-SIGNALLING.

During the last year I have intensified my studies and enlarged my knowledge in the 
mentioned fields in order to develop better understandings of   

RAILWAY MISHAPS, ACCIDENTS and DESASTERS. 

On basis of up-to-date world literature, researches and studies I have elaborated 
feature articles, technical papers, pamphlets and brochures on 

Modern up-to-date Methods and tools of RISK MANAGEMENT & ACCIDENT 
INVESTIGATIONS & DOCTRINES  & METHAPHORS & DEFENCE METHODS, 
SAFETY-STRATEGIES  used nowadays world wide by other RAILWAYS, 
SAFETY REGULATORS & COMMISIONERS, used worldwide in SPACE 
TECHNOLOGY, AVIATION, SHIPPING, OIL RIGGING, NUCLEAR & THERMAL 
POWER GENERATION, CHEMICAL PRODUCTION, MARITIME EXPLORATION. 

My elaborations inform about the 

THE CHAOTIC LAW OF ACCIDENTS & DESASTERS & CATASTROPHES, 
HUMAN CONTRIBUTION, NAVIGATING THE SAFETY SPACE, PRACTICAL 
GUIDES TO ERROR MANAGEMENT, ENGINEERING AND FOSTERING A 
SAFETY CULTURE, DEFENCE STRATEGIES, “SWISS CHEESE DEFENCE 
LAYER” METAPHOR, ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS IN DEPTH, LATENT 
UNSAFE CONDITIONS & ERROR PRODUCING FACTORES (FAILURES IN THE 
SYSTEM), PATHALOGICAL CULTURE; 

COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY REGARDING ERROR CAUSATION, NATURE OF 
COGNITIVE PROCESSES, WHY SOMETIMES TRAIN DRIVERS PASS SIGNALS 
ON DANGER (SPADs), CONSIDERATIONS OF HUMAN FACTORS = A KEY 
INSTRUMENT IN RAILWAY RISK AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT, TRAINING 
CONCEPTS, HUMAN ERROR RESEARCH AND STUDIES, RESPONSE TO 
DRIVER`s AND FRONT LINE PERSONNEL`s FEEDBACK, INVOLVEMENT OF 
DRIVERS IN SAFETY CONCEPTS, TEACHING, TRAINING, REFESHER 
COURCES, DISTURBED SLR RELATION OF UPPER ECHELONS TO TRAIN 
DRIVERS WIT THE BIASES THAT TRAIN DRIVERS MIGHT EXPOSE A 
“CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR”; 

SLR CL-SIGNAL MULTI- ASPECTS, FEATURES OF THE BRITISH & INDIAN CL-
SIGNALLING; 
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= as a help and a guide for those interested in modern Methodologies & 
Developments in Risk Management. 

My intention is to show a path to the ULTIMATE GOAL TO PREVENT RAILWAY 
ACCIDENT in a PROFESSIONAL WAY by learning from modern SAFETY -
STANDARTS and by learning from others. 

Regarding the “GANEMULLA INCIDENT” I informed about the

methods in accident causation-investigation by working with “plausible 

hypothetical scenarios”. 

The latest current example for this tool is the investigation in the disappearance of 
the Malaysian MH 370 Passenger plane. The investigators have constructed several 
possible flight scenarios for the disappearance of MH 370. 

I discussed my elaborations and the SLR CL-Signalling System with a professional 
German Signalling and Commissioning Expert. I discussed wit him the 

LATENT UNSAFE CONDITIONS and the ERROR PRODUCING FACTORS; 

amongst them the 

 “stumbling blocks” of SLR CL-SIGALLING that the SLR Train 
Drivers are confronted with RED-AMBER or RED-GREEN
Combinations and that they have to decode the given informations 
of “RED and AMBER”  or “RED and GREEN” lit on the same Signal
Post (but on different panels). 

I discussed with this expert also the questionable “Ganemulla Bad 
Event”. 

The mixing of RED with AMBER or GREEN ASPECTS on one and the 
same Signal post has to b regarded as problematic. 

One key question is, are the Train Drivers trained and prepared, which 
combinations on which kind of Signal Post are allowed and which 
combinations on which kind of Signal Post are not allowed assigning a 
TECHNICAL FAULT. 

I presume, one of the key questions during the “GANEMULLA - Investigations” had 
been the picture of the Signal No. 129. 

This two-bracket Signal is an automatic control (round number plate) cum automatic 
approach cum splitting signal for Signal No.133 at the end of the Ganemulla Station 
Platform, before the road level crossing and before the cross-over.

The discussion with the German Expert, resulted in another possible 

scenario as a working hypothesis: 
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For the first arriving train the aspect for the proceeding train at Signal No. 129 had 
been obviously AMBER on the three-bulb-panel and AMBER on the lower two-bulb-
bracket-panel corresponding to the ON-Position of Signal 133 at the end of the 
Ganemulla Platform: 

 Signal No.129  Signal 133 

Signal No. 129 can display the following aspects: 

Let’s presume that the Signal No. 129 had turned on RED on the three-bulb-panel 
after the proceeding train has trailed beyond. But what is with the automatic AMBER
on the lower right side bracket?? Did it turned to black or did it remain lit by a 
technical failure? Can such a technical fault be excluded by 100 %??. We guessed: 
NOT! 

“RED OVER AMBER” = A POSSIBLE TECHNICAL FAULT at Signal No. 129? 
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I have already revealed, that there will be no doubts that the upper bulb on the three-
bulb-panel had turned to RED after the proceeding train had entered the track circuit 
beyond the post. 

 If the Control Signal No.133 was in an “ON-POSITION” the level crossing gate 
would have been open. One can presume that the gate is interlocked with Signal No. 
133. Automatically with an “ON- or STOP POSITION” of Signal No. 133 the 
preceding corresponding Approach-Signal No. 129 gets automatically on both panels 
an AMBER-ASPECT, which should be suppressed  by the RED in case of the Track-
Occupancy. 

With the German Signalling System the automatic GREEN- or AMBER-
INFORMATIONS of a DISTANT-SIGNAL are suppressed automatically, when the 
Distant-Signal is either visible from the spot of a Main-Stop Signal in ON-POSITION 
or if both Signals are mounted at the same spot. If a train passes the main Signal in 
“OFF-POSITION” the main Signal will instantaneously turn on RED, the Distant-
Signal will turn for half a second to a caution aspect and than it will shut off, in order
to avoid confusion or misinterpretations. 

In Germany, England or India there is no such PROBLEM, that Train 

Drivers might get confronted with Codes using RED AND AMBER or 

RED AND GREEN at the same time and on the same Signal Post! This 

“ABSURDITY” we can find only in Sri Lanka.

In Germany the Train Drivers are trained and prepared that if a Main-
Signal is in ON-POSITION with RED, there should be no Distant-

Signal Aspect visible. 

In SL there is this peculiar problem that Train Drivers have to 

decode RED and AMBER or RED and GREEN displayed together on 

the same Signal Post. They have to detect within seconds, if such 

colour combinations are a technical failure or not, and when RED 

means DANGER = DEAD-STOP or when RED has no such information, 

because overruled by AMBER or GREEN. 

Lets presume, in SL it is the same procedure as in Germany, India or England, when 
the RED bulb on Signal No. 129 is lit, there should be no AMBER information any
more visible. AMBER should be suppressed or shut off by RED.

The question is now, is there any proofed evidence that the automatic AMBER on the
lower side bracket had been in fact suppressed and in deed shut off and not 
remained lit by a technical fault. Would such a technical fault be detectable?? Is there 

any indicator to monitor, when such a failure happens?

The Train Drivers are used and have the experience, that “AMBER KILLS THE
DANGER OF RED” and that RED is degradated and demoted by AMBER; RED in
COMBINATION WITH AMBER or GREEN has not to be feared. In this “COLOUR
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BATTLE” RED is the looser and does not mean any more “DANGER = DEAD 
STOP”; see my elaboration on the SLR CL-Signalling Aspects. 

The question is, are the Train Drivers in SL specially trained, educated and prepared, 

that under “normal condition” on the side-bracket-type Signal No.129 AMBER can

not be displayed together with RED, and that in case AMBER appears with RED
it must be a TECHNICAL FAILURE, and "AMBER WILL NOT KILL THE 

DANGER OF RED” , and RED means DANGER = DEAD-STOP.

Are the Train Drivers sufficiently trained and prepared for such
possible technical Signalling Faults? 

In case of a technical failure on such a type of Signal post, RED can not loose its 
imperative CODE: DANGER = DEAD STOP. The Aspect “RED OVER AMBER”,
which is allowed on other signal types, is not allowed on the No. 129 type and must 
bee in this specific case with this specific Signal Type the result of a technical 
failure. The further question is, is such a technical failure (the non-suppression of 
Amber) detectable??? 

Has such a possible scenario been investigated in depth during the accident 
investigation??? 

If by technical fault the AMBER on the right side lower racket panel 

had not been suppressed, whoever drove the train might have 

thought by a tendency (biases) for “FREQUENCY GAMBLING” and 

“SIMILARITY MATCHING” that he can pass “RED OVER AMBER” with 

Caution up to the next control signal (No. 133). Than the whole bad 
event is only the result of a human fallibility or malfunction (not 

detecting within seconds a technical failure) or a “SLIP WITH HABIT 

INTRUSION” under the contributing condition of a technical fault, 

and the bad event is not a result of a “CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR”; see 

James Reason, HUMAN ERROR, Cambridge University Press, ISBN 

978-0-521-31419-0, 20th printing 2009, p.103 ff. 

Not the Train Drivers should be looked at as the “UNSAFE SYSTEM 
COMPONENT” or “HAZARD” but the SLR CL-SIGNALLING SYSTEM. 

The RED on the three-bulb-panel of Signal 129 is not questionable. 

The question is, if the automatic AMBER on the lower two-bulb-side 

bracket had been shut down, the moment the proceeding train had 

passed the Signal Post No. 129 and entered the track circuit section 

beyond, switching on the RED of the upper bulb of the three-bulb-

panel; yes or not”!!!! 

If not recognising a TECHNICAL FAULT, the Driver when confronted 

with RED and AMBER on a Signal like No.129 will probably do 
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automatically, what he did either earlier with RED - AMBER 
(“frequency gambling”) or what he did under similar conditions with 

RED - AMBER (“similarity matching”): He will probably automatically 

do, what he did with RED - AMBER frequently earlier at other Signals, 
and he will pass with CAUTION prepared to stop the train for 

instance at the end of the Platform at Ganemulla. But when there is 

a train halted at the platform, which he can not see from the last 

curve before the over-bridge, he might crash into the rear of the 

halting train. 

The automatic mode of control by operators is shaped more by the 

past than the present. There is always a DANGER of “strong-but-

wrong” reactions (here on RED - AMBER) - a very common type of 

HUMAN ERROR; see: J. Reason, Human Error, Cambridge University Press, UK, ISBN 978-0-

521-31419-0, 20
th

 print 2009; J. Reason, Human Contribution: Unsafe Acts, Accidents and Heroic
Recoveries, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 978-0-7546-7402-3, reprint 2013. 

British Rail Researches have carried out a detailed studies about SPADs and came 
to the clear conclusion, that some Signals are more SPAD-prone than others. 
Certain features of Signals make them more SPAD-provoking than others (see BR-
RESEARCH 1990, AN ANALYSIS ON SIGNALS PASSED ON DANGER, Derby BR Research Report 1990).

It may be that an automatic cum-Approach-cum Splitting Signal of 

the two bracket type with the features of Signal 129 at the transition 

from Automatic-Block to Control-Signalling can turn to an ERROR-

TRAP under certain circumstances. 

Perhaps this hypothetical scenario of a technical Failure in conjunction with a 
Human Slip has to be added to the already painted scenarios revealed in my papers. 

I propose to look at the SLR CL-Multi-Aspect/Multi Panel- Signalling 
System - mixing RED and AMBER Aspects with “AMBER KILLS THE 
DANGER OF RED” - as a HUMAN ERROR PRODUCING 
COMPONENT. Train Drivers should be treated as Companions for 
SAFE TRAIN OPERATION under a GENERATIVE SAFETY CULTURE.

<> 
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Dr.wingler railroad modelling and consultancy 
Dr. Frank Wingler 
Doenhoffstr.92, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany 
email:drwingler@web.de 

Leverkusen 14-03-14 

SIGNALS PASSED AT DANGER (SPADs)

WHAT HELPS TO AVOID TRAIN COLLISIONS ON THE WAY TO THE ULTIMATE 
GOAL TO PREVENT RAILWAY ACCIDENTS? 

WHAT SRI LANKA RAILWAYS (SLR) CAN LEARN FROM MODERN RISK 
MANAGEMENT METHODS & TOOLS AND FROM OTHER RAILWAYS! 

REPEATER SIGNALS = THE COUNTER-MEASUREMENTS TO MITIGATE 
HUMAN ERROR, FALIBILITY &  MISTAKES ON TRICKY AND/OR RISKY 

ROUTES. 

THE “BLAME CYCLE” –  AN UNSUITABLE TOOL. 

ENGINEERING AND FOSTERING A SAFETY CULTURE WITH UNDERSTANDING 
FOR HUMAN FACTORS; CONSIDERATIONS OF HUMAN FACTORS A KEY 

INSTRUMENT IN RAILWAY RISK AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT. 

With excerpts of a letter send to the Chief Signal & Telecommunication Engineers of Sri 

Lanka Railways (SLR). 

SLR has faced in recent times a series of Rear-End-Train Collisions on Transits 
from moving automatic Block-Signalling to Control-Signalling areas (when leaving the
automatic moving block signalling area), on sections, where the Main-Stop-Signal
(Control-Signal) is not visible from the corresponding preceding Warning- or
Approach-Signal, and where there are no Repeater-Signals as Reminders, which
could turn to RED after a train has passed. Trains have crashed in the rear of trains 
halting on a platform at stations. 

Signals Passed at Danger is assumed to have triggered off the bad events at
Kalutara, Veyangoda. Ganemulla, Alawwa, Ambepussa. 

All Railways in this world face the problem that sometimes Train Drivers pass Signals 
at Danger (SPAD). This happens with a ratio of SPADs to the number of Signals on
Danger heeded in the region between 1 in 10 000 to 1 in 100 000. 

Humans are never free from Fallacy by 100%. We all are sometimes subjected to 
Human Error. The “best” people can make the “worst” error, also in upper echelons. 

In the feature article HIGH SPEED RAILWAY FOR SRI LANKA in the Journal RAIL 
2012, Edition 03, July 2012, Railway Engineers Association, Colombo, the Chief 
Signal and Telecommunication Engineer of SLR mentioned the existence of the 
RISKS for REARE-END-TRAIN COLLISIONS on SLR tracks. 

In my previous scripts I have revealed some inherent weaknesses of the SLR CL-
Signalling as being vulnerable by Human Error and Technical Faults. The complexity 
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is an error producing factor. That the present SLR CL-Signalling does not provide 
sufficient Safety, and that therefore something has to be done to reduce the 
likelihood of Train Collisions, reveals the recent announcement of the Ministry of 
Transport, that soon the trains in SL will be equipped with a satellite assisted Anti-
Collision System. 

As already revealed, there is no chance in the next future, SLR might migrate to a 
higher Train Protection System and to a Railway Collision Avoidance Technology due 
to the shortage of capital investment funds, shortage of skilled and well trained 
manpower and due to the bottlenecks in the recruitment of well trained and educated 
Signalling Engineers (low salary, low career perspectives, lack of academic training 
and teaching institutions in SL). 

Human Error, inadvertent Mistakes or Malfunction can be moderated up to a 
point, but it can never be eliminated entirely. Safety-critical Errors happen at all levels 
at a system and not only at the level of lower ranks. The best people can make the 
worst Error even in upper echelons. Bad events are more often the result of error-
prone situations and conditions than they are results of error-prone people. Errors 
are a basic of the Human Nature.

But some upper echelons of SLR seek to allocate BLAME and to pin people as 

culprits at the so-called “sharp end” rather than to look for situations, error producing 

factors and prevailing latent unsafe conditions (Failures in the System). They 

associate the SPADs, leading to train crashes, as unsafe acts due to “CRIMINAL” 

behaviour, as if there would be an INTENTION of the perpetrator to violate rules 

and to make a voluntary accident. This makes the upper echelons blind for error-

producing factors and prevailing latent unsafe conditions, So the “BLAME CYCLE” 

goes on with sanctions of little or no effect on the ERROR-PRODUCING FACTORS.
And so Errors continue to be involved in accidents; (see J. Reason, Managing the Risks

of Organizational Accidents, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 978-1-

84014-105-4, reprint 2011, chapter 7, A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ERROR MANAGEMENT, p. 

12ff ). 

Punitive Methods may be useful to implement more discipline and perhaps to satisfy 
emotions, but are inappropriate tools to engineer a better Safety Culture and to 
navigate the System towards the Safety Space of increasing resistance against 
Hazard Attacks culminating in the outburst of Accidents; (see J. Reason, Managing the
Risks of Organizational Accidents, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 

978-1-84014-105-4, reprint 2011, chapter 7, A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ERROR MANAGEMENT). 

Some Signalling Engineers are going even further and assign DOUBTS about the 
SLR CL-Signalling, UNCOVER OF PREVAILING LATENT UNSAFE CONDITIONS 
and CRITICISM of the technical and organisational SHORTCOMINGS as the 
UNSAFE ACT or the ERROR-PRODUCING FACTOR; what is typically for a 
PATHALOGICAL CULTURE; (see J. Reason, Managing the Risks of Organizational
Accidents, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 978-1-84014-105-4, 

reprint 2011). 

With the turnout set for the Accident-Investigations to negotiate a track leading away 
from the ERROR PRODUCING FACTORS and the prevailing LATENT UNSAFE 
CONDITIONS (FAILURES IN THE SYSTEM) Investigation in depth had been shirked.
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No lessons had been learned. SLR has missed the ULTIMATE GOAL TO PREVENT 
FURTHER REAR-END-TRAIN COLLISION ACIDENTS. 

There had been a continuous PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT in RAILWAY 
RISK AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT in the last decades. Nowadays we know much 
more about the NATURE OF HUMAN ERROR, MALFUNCTION, the COGNITIVE 
PSYCHOLOGY regarding ERROR CAUSATION and HUMAN RELIABILITY thanks 
intensive worldwide research and studies. This has resulted in a remarkable 
improvement in SAFETY CULTURE and SAFETY PERFORMANCE for many 
Railways worldwide; especially in England after some very bad events in the past; 
see: AVOIDING COMPLACENCY ON BRITAIN´S RAILWAY in Railway Gazette, international,

March 2014, p.35.

The Railways in Netherlands and Switzerland suffered a series of SPAD-related 
Train Collisions despite Automatic Train Protection Systems at spots, where no
PROTECTION OVERLAP of adequate length had been provided. Professional 
Consultants have made audits and recommendations, which had been followed with 
remarkable success regarding Signalling-Post Positioning and Involvement of Train 
Drivers in Safety Concepts. 

The modern Methods and Doctrines help worldwide technical Organisations of high 
risk factors as Railways, Space- and Aviation Organisations, Oil Rigging, Shipment, 
Maritime Explorations, Nuclear and Thermal Power Generation, Chemical Industries 
to analyse, identify and assess Risks and Hazards and to improve the Safety Culture. 
The Methods Tools and Doctrines I have revealed in my brochure on RISK 
MANAGEMENT.
In my assessments about SPADs I followed the Methods (Project SMS-Mode) of 
modelling the system HUMAN FACTOR-SAFETY at the all important interface 
between Men and Technology by detailed mapping the inappropriate human 
behaviours and actions of the Train Driver in combination with the Technology (SLR 
CL-Signalling), developed and used in the German Centres for Human Reliability, 
Modelling the System Human Factor-Safety, Human Error Research and 
Studies, Mapping of Human Action in combination with Technology at the 
Technical University Braunschweig, Department for Railways, University Kassel and 
at the German Aerospace Centre at Oberpfaffenhofen. 

The Federal German Railways applies these methods for the assessment of Errors, 
Malfunctions and inappropriate Behaviours of Train Drivers. See also: 

T. Lindner et al. CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT RELIABILITY OF TRAIN DRIVERS in Der Eisnbaningenieur, EI, 
January 2014, p. 10, Eurail press, Hamburg, Germany. 

O. Sträter COGNITION and SAFETY, AN INTERGRATED APPROACH TO SYSTEMS DESIGNS and 
ASSESSMENTS, Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, UK 2005. 

E. Hollnagel COGNITIVE RELIABILITY AND ERROR ANALYSIS METHOD – CREAM, Elsevier, New York, 
Amsterdam, 1998. 

E. Hollnagel et D.D. Woods JOINT COGNITIVE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, Boca Raton Fl: Taylor & Francis, 
2005. 

M. Arenius et  O. Sträter COGNITION ON TRACK – A NEW MODEL for HUMAN RELIABILITY 
ASSESSMENT (HRA) in the RAILWAY DOMAIN in Gestaltung nachhaltiger  Arbeitssysteme, 58

th
 Congress

of the Association for Work Science, GfA Press,  Dortmund, Germany, 2007, page 601ff. 
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J. Gilroy et E. Grimes  THE DEVELOPMENT AND APLICATION OF A RAIL HUMAN RELIABILITY 
ASSESSMENT TOOL; PEOPLE AND RAIL SYSTEMS  - HUMAN FACTORS AT THE HEART OF RAILWAYS, 
2007, p.455ff. 

T. Lindner et al. INFLUENTIAL FACTORS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE in RAILWAYS AND THE 
INTERRELATION, Annual European Safety and Reliability Conference, Amsterdam 2013, Netherlands. 

J. Reason, Human Error, Cambridge University Press, UK, ISBN 978-0-521-31419-0, 20
th

 print 2009; J.
Reason, Human Contribution: Unsafe Acts, Accidents and Heroic Recoveries, Ashgate Publishing Limited, 
Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 978-0-7546-7402-3, reprint 2013. 

I have already revealed that the Complexity of the SLR-Signalling System with over 
50 aspects and with its Anachronism, Contradictions and Shortcomings utilising also 
RED to put other information into code than only DANGER =  DEAD-STOP, can be 
an ERROR PRODUCING FACTOR. RED can be overruled by AMBER and/or 
GREEN. RED is regarded not any more serious. Train Drivers can forget to be afraid 
of RED.

With the moving automatic Block Signalling without a Train Protection or Advanced 
Warning System there is an inherent latent risk, as I have already mentioned in my 
previous scripts: By the Moving Automatic Block Signalling consecutive running trains 
can be separated. The SL system is described in JAYAN`s Web in RAILWAY PAGE, 
http///Jayan.tripod.com/go/railway. But this System separates trains from each 
other and from conflicting situations and hostile train movements by “THE 
THICKNESS OF ONLY ONE SIGNAL POST”, what has to be regarded as
“undesirable”. This Block-Signalling without an ATP or AWS does also not provide 
a PROTACTIVE OVERLAP of adequate length. 

Under some Train Drivers and their Assistants it is en vogue to surf the train on the 
wave of the moving AMBER - RED Aspects as close as possible to a proceeding 
train, close to the moving RED. They keep the pace accordingly to reach the next 
Signal Post on RED just in time, when it will switch to AMBER; see figures 3 and 4 
attached. “Bad Habits” have wormed in their minds, by what is known amongst 
experts as “similarity matching” and “frequency gambling”; see my already send 
brochure. For a time being this might go on well without any bad consequence. But 
suddenly at the end of the Automatic Block Area the last Signal might keep RED and 
not switch to AMBER as expected, because the proceeding train has halted and has 
not cleared the track for whatever reason. 

At Ganemulla this might have happened, that whoever drove the second 
train has disregarded the RED of Signal No. 129 at the end of the moving Block 
area 

Signal No. 129; actually RED 
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in expectation it might soon turn to AMBER. On interrogation during Accident 
Investigation, the driver or assistant will not remember of what he had been actually 
confronted with, with: RED; but he will insist, that he has seen, what he has expected 
en routine: AMBER over AMBER. The “expectation”, fig. below, is fixed in his 
mind, not the actual RED-ASPECT, which had confronted him, picture above. 

Signal No. 129; expected: AMBER OVER AMBER 

So why not repeat the two panel Signal 129 type with the side bracket – which turns 

on RED after a train has passed and the track beyond is not clear -  in the curvature 

at Ganemulla and mark it as a Repeater with a “R” on a board or with a lunar spot 

light?! It can remind the diver: “You have passed a Signal “ON DANGER” and the 
track ahead is “NOT CLEAR”! REPEATERS are the counter-measurements 
against Human Error or Fallibility used per rules by other Railways worldwide; 

BUT NOT IN SRI LANKA! 

In consequences that SPADs can never be eliminated entirely, worldwide many 
railways have equipped their network and rolling stocks with Automatic Train 
Protection Systems or Advanced Automatic Warning Systems. 

Te Dilemma with SPADs is also well known in India by INR, which has no Automatic 
or Advance Train Protection. Konkan Railway has developed a Collision Avoidance 
System although Konkan Railway has faced until now no rear-end-collisions. The 
system had been further developed to the TRAIN COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
SYSTEM (TCAS), now under test trials on several other INR lines. 

Even without much Capital Investment SLR can learn and do a lot to 

improve its Safety Records and Safety Culture! 
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Constructive Comments, Proposals and Recommendations: 

A PARADIGM-SHIFT from the prevailing PATHALOGICAL CULTURE 
to a GENERATIVE CULTURE is needed! 

SPADs with bad outcome can be minimized by uncovering the 
Risks, that after a series of AMBER on automatic Block Signalling 
areas a RED of an automatic Approach Signal might not be taken 
any more as serious by train drivers & assistants, and by 
uncovering the Risks of the TRICKY routes (so-called Safety Critical 
Routes) without Repeaters as Reminders, where the next Main-
Stop-Signal is not visible from the spot of the preceding 
corresponding Approach Signal. The Counter-Measurements are 
REPEATER SIGNALS. 

SLR can come nearer to THE ULTIMATE GOAL TO PREVENT 
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS by identifying Route-Risks and training and 
teaching the Train Drivers & Assistants accordingly in refresher-
courses about the Risks and Hazards and how to drive with
vigilance and extra and care with the emphasis on the importance 
of SITUATIONAL HAZARD AWARENESS. 

If I would have been in a SLR-GMR position, I definitively would 
have arranged in consequence as repercussion of the bad event at 
Ganemulla  

<> that the TRICKY and RISKY Sections, Routes and Spots (so-
called Safety Critical Routes) will be uncovered and identified; 

<> that the Train Drivers & Assistants will be educated and trained 
in refresher courses about the Danger, that inappropriate habits 
and behaviours might worm into their minds to take RED not any 
more serious and to forget to be afraid of RED, especially after a 
sequence of moving AMBER on an Automatic Block Signalling 
Section; 

<> that the Train Drivers & Assistants will be educated and trained 
in refresher courses to drive trains with extra vigilance, care and 
situational hazard awareness on the identified and uncovered 
TRICKY and RISKY Sections, Routes and Spots not adequately 
secured by the SLR CL-Signal System; in order to help them to 
anticipate, identify and mitigate errors; 
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<> that on routes, where the Main-Stop Signal is not visible from the 
point of the preceding corresponding Approach- or Warning-Signal, 
REPEATERS as REMINDERS will be installed, which turn 
automatically on RED when passed by a train; optional Permanent 
Speed Restriction have to be imposed; 

<> that on identified Risky or Tricky Routes and Sections 
consecutive running trains will be separated from each other and 
from spots of possible conflicting situations and/or movements by 
two Signal Post in On-Position indicating Danger with an empty 
inter-signal space left in-between, and if latter is not possible, at
least a PROTECTION OVERLAP of adequate length will be provided, 
especially before a cross-over for bi-directional or twin-single-line
use on dual track sections; 

<> that the Train Drivers & Assistants and as well the other “Front 
Line Personnel” (Guards, Dispatchers, Station Masters = Safety-
critical-Staff working on the operational railway every day) will be 
incorporated in new Safety and Risk Management Strategies, 
Planning’s & Methodology, that the Train Drivers will be involved in 
the continuous Development of Safety Management Processes and 
improved Training Concepts, and that the Pathogen of the terrible 
disturbed relation of upper echelons to Train Drivers will be 
defused. 

<> that Safety Assessment regarding Technical Measures are 
executed from the Human Factor Perspective ensuring a better 
response to Driver’s and Front Line Personnel Feedback about 
Track and Signal-Positioning and other Route-Shortcomings; 

<> that instead of the prevailing PATHALOGICAL CULTURE a 
GENERATIVE CULTURE is actively wanted, fostered and created to 
drive the system by proactive measures towards an increasing 
resistance against hazards; (see J. Reason, Managing the Risks of 
Organizational Accidents, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, 

UK, ISBN 978-1-84014-105-4, reprint 2011, and the literature mentioned in 

my brochure on Risk Management);  

<> that a Generative Culture is asked, where Train Drivers are the 
Accomplices and Companions for Safe Train Operation and not the 
“Enemies” of upper echelons. 

<> that Train Drivers are educated to take any Warning-Aspect with AMBER se-
rious to slow down the train NOW and not LATER. "LATER might be "TOO 
LATE"!!
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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FAZIT: 

Train the Train Drivers & Assistants properly in 

Refresher-Courses about the RISKS and HAZARDS on 

Tricky and Risky Routes, Sections & Spots (on so-called 

SAFETY CRITICAL ROUTES, SECTIONS & SPOTS), where 

the next Main-Stop-Signal is not visible from the 

spot of the corresponding preceding Warning/

Approach Signal, and about the Risk at the end of a 

moving automatic Block-Signalling area. Train them 

for extra caution, vigilance and situational hazard 

awareness. This will help on the way to the ULTIMATE 

GOAL TO PREVENT FURTHER REAR-END-TRAIN 

COLLISIONS. 

The “PUNITIVE METHOD” has only marginal or even no 

effect. It deviates the Accident Investigations away from 

the “INVESTIGATION IN DEPTH” for ERROR PRODUCING 

FACTORS and prevailing LATENT UNSAFE CONDITIONS 

(Failures in the System) = the parents of bad events and 

the pathogens breading like mosquitoes in a swamp; see 

J.Reason. 

Accidents should be investigated in a manner that does 

not seek to allocate blame and to pin culprits, but instead 

to focus on what can be learned for the benefit of more 

safety from own and others bad events. Follow the 

wisdom of other Modern Railways. Learn about 

Modern Methods of RISK and HUMAN ERROR 

MANAGEMENT, used nowadays worldwide. 
Dr.wingler railroad modelling and consultancy 

Train the Drivers to take any Warning Aspect with AMBER 
serious and to slow down the train NOW and not LATER. 
"LATER" might be too "LATE"!!
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Dr. Frank Wingler 
Doenhoffstr.92 
51373 Leverkusen, Germany 
Phone +491624771209/0049 214 44337 
+94776008373 ( for sms) 
email:drwingler@web.de 

Leverkusen 27-03-14 

LETTER TO A FORMER SLR-GENERAL MANAGER 

WITH AN UPDATED, MODERN RISK AND HUMAN ERROR 
MANAGEMENT WITH INVESTIGATING IN DEPTH FOR PREVAILING 
LATENT UNSAFE CONDITIONS AND ERROR PRODUCING 
FACTORS (Failures in the System) THE ALAWWA TRAIN CRASH 
AFTER THE GANEMULLA TRAIN CRASH COULD HAVE BEEN 
AVERTED AND LIFES OF DRIVER, ASSISTANT AND PASSENGERS 
COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED. 
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Dear Sir, 

After intensive studies of modern world literature on Risk Management, Error 
Management, Cognitive Psychology of Error-Causation, Railway-Safety, 
Methodologies and Tools of Accident Investigations, Investigations-in-Depth, Railway 
Signalling 

I come to the conclusion: 

Under a Paradigm-Shift towards a modern PROFESSIONAL RISK and HUMAN-
ERROR MANAGEMENT and under a GENERATIVE CULTURE instead of the 
prevailing PATHALOGICAL CULTURE a professional Accident Investigation in 

depth of the “Ganemulla Incident” would have definitively resulted in counter- 

measurements and recommendations concerning: 

Identification of the so-called “RISKY and/or TRICKY” Sections, Routes, Spots, and 

of the risky arranged Train Movements when using Dual Lines bidirectional or as 
Twin-Single Lines; 

Teaching, Training and Education of the Train Drivers in Refresher Courses about 

the RISK on the identified “RISKY and/or TRICKY” Sections, Routes, Spots, and of 
the risky arranged Train Movements when using Dual Lines bidirectional or as Twin-
Single Lines, to be prepared for extra Caution and Vigilance on the identified Risky 
and/or Tricky Routes, Sections and Spots,  

 - about extra Caution and Vigilance and also about the danger with “wrong” Signal 

 Aspects due to possible technical faults, 

 - about the Dangers on the Transitions from Automatic Moving Block Signalling 
 Areas  to Control Signalling Areas; 

 - about the Danger of “BAD HABITS” which might worm into their minds under 
 daily routine (“frequency gambling” and “similarity matching”; 

Changes in Signal Post Positionings & Arrangements and Deployment of Repeater-

Signals as Reminders on routes or sections, where the next Main or Stop Signal is 
not visible from the spot of the preceding corresponding Approach- or Warning Signal; 

Operational, Procedures and Practises under scrutiny. 

The counter-measurements are the same for both revealed scenarios: 

<> either with a SPAD in expectation Signal No. 129 will turn anyway to AMBER-
CAUTION and the track will be clear until reaching Ganemulla 

<> or with a SPAD by misinterpretation an aspect of Signal No.129 with RED over 
AMBER due to a technical failure. 

- about the "Bad Habit" of some Drivers to slow down trains too late after passing a 
Warning Aspect with AMBER,
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The “PUNITIVE” Counter-measurement have no or only a marginal effect. And after 
“Ganemulla” further the rear-end-collisions  have not been averted! 

LIVES AT ALAWWA COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED! 

Upper Echelons and Accident Investigators did presumably not realize that not the 
Train Drivers but Human Error Producing Signalling Components are the unsafe 
System Factors - the breeding ground for Driver’s Mistakes. At ALAWWA the killed 
Driver and his Assistant had been send in a totally CRASH-UNWORTHY RAIL 
VEHICLE-CABIN on a TRICKY ROUTE with Human Error Producing Signalling 
features and components without proper teaching, training and education in 
refresher-courses. And no REPEATER SIGNALS as REMINDERS had been 
installed. 

With LESSONS LEARNED BY PROFESSIONALISM FROM OWN AND OTHERS 

MISTAKES the following fatal Rear-End-Train-Collisions after the 

Ganemulla-Incident at ALAWWA could have been definitively averted. 

I assume that under your aegis the SLR “Experts” had been
unaware of the modern methodologies and tools used nowadays 
worldwide by Technical Organisations (Railways) with Risk and 
Hazard Potentials,  revealed and explained in my send elaborations, 
based on the works and doctrines of J. Reason and others: 

J. Reason, Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Farnham, Surrey, 
UK, ISBN 978-1-84014-105-4, reprint 2011; 

J. Reason, Human Error, Cambridge University Press, UK, ISBN 978-0-521-31419-0, 20
th

 print 2009:

J. Reason, Human Contribution: Unsafe Acts, Accidents and Heroic Recoveries, Ashgate Publishing 
Limited, Farnham, Surrey, UK, ISBN 978-0-7546-7402-3, reprint 2013. 

Professionalism in Risk and Error Management and 

in Accident Investigation is in urgent need! 

To prevent Railway Accidents (”The Ultimate 

Goal”) needs Professionalism & Knowledge, 

Hazard-Awareness, Capital Investments and 

Willingness in Upper Echelons to share 

Responsibility for latent Unsafe Conditions & Error 

producing Factors (Failures in the System). 

<> 

With best wishes 
Yours 
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See feature article by Eng. K.G.S. Bandara in RAIL 2012, page 23, Edition 03, July 2012, 

Railway Engineers Association, Sri Lanka Railways, Colombo-10, Sri Lanka .




